INSTALLING JL INDUSTRIES ROOF HATCH CYLINDER & ARM BRACKET UPGRADE
Tools needed: ___” open end and __”socket head wrench. Compression tool from JL.
Parts needed (number varies with roof hatch model & size): Replacement brackets for lid
and sides, 2 part cylinder cover, spring, lubricant. Replacement bolts if existing are
damaged.
Personnel: We recommend 2 people to perform this operation.
Estimated Time: 15 minutes for 2 cylinders.
Replace Top Cylinder Bracket, Cylinder & Spring- Note: Replace One Cylinder at a
time
1. Open roof hatch, engage automatic hold-open arm to hold the lid open while
working.
2. Remove bolts on bottom of cylinder that attach it to bottom bracket on the inside of
the roof hatch
3. Remove steel cylinder holder and spring and discard. Bolts will be reused.
4. Remove bolt that attaches top cylinder holder to the lid. (Note direction that the
bracket angles down so that new bracket can be installed at the same angle.)
Remove steel cylinder holder and discard. Bolts will be reused.
5. Remove the 2 bolts that attach the bracket to the lid. Discard the bracket.
6. Install new top bracket at the same angle as the old one (angles down toward the
roof), so that the holes are aligned with the holes in the lid. Bolt to lid.

7. Install new bottom cylinder (smaller diameter tube) to bottom bracket using the
same bolts from the old bracket. If bolts are stripped or worn, replace with ___”
bolts. Tighten, but make sure that the cylinder is able to pivot freely.
8. Lubricate spring with the grease provided and insert into bottom cylinder.
9. Place new cylinder top (larger diameter) over spring and bottom cylinder. Raise to
vertical position.

10. Remove pin at the end of the compression tool. Using compression tool, place
rectangular end so the opening faces the roof on the top of the cylinder and the
metal attachment bracket on the cylinder protrudes from the slot on the top. Slide
tool toward the lid, and hold tool at about a 45 degree angle so that the pin is able to
be reinserted through the holes and is positioned below the top bracket. Make sure
the pin is positioned at least ½” under bracket, as this is the point at which pressure
will be exerted.
11. Apply pressure to the end of the tool, compressing the spring until the holes in the
top cylinder and top bracket align. <font style="font-size: 11pt"> Reinstall bolt and
tighten, making sure that it pivots freely.
12. Remove pin and tool.
13. Repeat above steps for each cylinder.
Replace Side Brackets
1. Have second person hold lid open, as you remove and replace the hold-open arm.
2. Remove (1) bolt and nut that attach the arm to the bracket.
3. Remove the (2) bolts and nuts that attach the side bracket
to the inside of the hatch. Be sure to locate nuts on the
outside of the hatch. Discard the side bracket.
4. Position new side bracket so that the longer flange is
towards the cylinder. Reinstall bolts and nuts. The result
of this change is that the bottom bracket is farther away
from the back of the hatch.
5. Bolt hold-open arm to the new bracket, making sure that it
pivots freely.
6. Repeat above process for each side bracket provided.

Return Compression Tool to JL Industries

